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If // is an ergodic transformation defined on a probability space (S, 2, p), 
then a unitary operator I,‘: H ---f H is said to be an eigenoperator of h if there 
exists a vector-valued solution X: S + H to the equation X(/l(,)) : VX(.). 
\Ve extend to this case some results from the theory of complex eigenvalues 
for ergodic finite measure preserving transformations. 
IVe consider nonsingular invertible (positive) ergodic transformations h 
defintd on probability spaces (S, 2, p). I f  11 denotes a separable Hilbert w’c will 
say that a Bore1 measurable function X: S - H is a nontrivial (vector-valued) 
eigenfunction of h if it is not a constant p-a.c. and satisfies the eigenopcrator 
equation X(/z(.)) =- VX(.), EL-a.e., for some unitary operator I’: II - II [I]. 
The a-elgebra 2, C L’ generated by the eigenfunctions is invariant under h, 
and by the restriction of h to ,Zu we will mean the factor transformation of h 
defined on the factor space determined by Zc,, . In Section 1 wc identify the class 
of unitary operators that can occur as eigenoperators and we give a representation 
thcorcm for the restriction of h to ,Y* . In Section 2 w-e relate the a-elgebra 
L’,, to the ergodicity of the Cartesian product of lz with ergodic finite measure 
preserving transformations. Finally in Section 3 we relate the eigcnfunctions 
and eigcnoperators of h to certain structures determined by the linear maps 
induced on the function spaces over (S, L’, /L) by .f(-) --f(k’(~)). As scalars 
KC will use for convenience the reals, but n-e note that the theory carries easily 
to the complex case. 
If  X7: S --f H is an eigenfunction of h, the essentkl range R(S) C N is defined 
to be the collection of points z in H for which p(X-l(N)) > 0 for every neighbor- 
hood N of 2. We note that R(X) coincides with the support of the Bore1 proba- 
bility measure PA-’ induced on EI by X, i.e., the smallest closed set of +X-r- 
measure I, and that it is invariant under V. We will denote by V’(S) the restric- 
tion of I’ to the subspace H(A-) p s anned by R(X). Unitary operators of the 
form 1; = V(X) for some eigenfunction X- will be said to belong to the unitary 
spectrum of h. 
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I. EIGENOPERATORS AND EIGENFUNCTIONS 
It is clear from the definitions that a unitary operator V: H -+ H is in the 
unitary spectrum of some ergodic transformation i f f  H accepts a Bore1 probability 
measure with respect to which V: H - N defines an ergodic transformation. 
The first lemma is of independent interest and follows from the following 
result in [7]. “If V is a homeomorphism in a compact metric space K having a 
positive orbit {V,z: j --: 1, 2,...1 which is dense in K, then T’: K + K accepts an 
ergodic Bore1 probability measure whose support is K.” 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let V be an injective bounded linear operator on a separable 
Hilbert space H. Then V: H--f Ii accepts an ergodic Bore1 probability measure 
whose support is bounded and spans H zyf it has a bounded positive orbit (Vjz: j = 
1, 2,...) which spans H and is recurrent in the sense that Vnj.z --j z for some sequence 
?Zj++oO. 
Proof. (-) Let m be a measure on H satisfying the given conditions. 
V: H + H being a continuous map in a complete separable space it is well 
known (by the usual category argument) that there exist elements (forming a set 
of the second category) in the support of m whose positive orbits under V are 
dense in this support and in particular they have the required properties. (c) 
We assume now that for some element z of H the positive orbit (Vjx: j ~-= 1, 2,...} 
satisfies the given conditions. Denoting by W(x) its closure in the weak topology 
we have that W(z) is compact metric while i’: W(z) + W(z) is an injective 
continuous map having a dense positive orbit. It follows that it is in fact a 
homeomorphism and then by the result mentioned above that V: W(z) - W(z) 
and hence also V: N + H accepts an ergodic probability measure defined on the 
a-elgebra generated by the weak topology whose support in the same topology 
is W(x). The desired result follows then by: 
Remark. In a separable Hilbert space the a-elgebra generated by the weak 
topology coincides with the Bore1 a-algebra, i.e., the a-elgebra generated by the 
norm topology. Also the weak topology support in this case is given by the weak 
closure of the norm topology support. QED. 
If V: H + H is a unitary operator we will denote by O(V) the closure of the 
orbit {l/j: j = 0, * l,...} in the strong operator topology. We have that O(V) 
has the structure of an abelian separable complete metric topological group 
and if z is an element of maximal spectral type, then the map O(V) + H, 
defined by U + Uz for x in H, establishes an isomorphism between V: O(V) ---f 
O(V) and V: O(x) + O(z), where O(x) denotes the closure of the orbit 
{Vkj = 0, &I,...>. 
Remark. If  V == V(X) for some eigenfunction ;I‘ of h, then it follows from 
the ergodicity of h that O(z) coincides with R(X) for any z in R(X) and hence the 
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map O(V) - H given as above by U + Uz defines an isomorphism between 
r: O(V) + O(V) and V: R(X) + R(X). 
From the above we obtain directly: 
PKOPOSITIOX 1.2. A unitary operator V is in the unitary spectrum of an 
ergodic transfornzation zz it has simple spectrum (i.e., a cyclic orbit) and satis$es one 
of the .folloGq equivalent conditions: 
(i) I ‘: O(V) --f O(V) accepts an ergodic Bore1 probability measure. 
(ii) I .I(, -I =-: identity, in the strong operator topology, for some sequence 
n,+ !. rc. 
The unitary operators that satisfy condition (ii) have already been identified in 
[4] and are called rigid in [5]. W e will say in this case that V: O(V) - O(V) 
defines a nzizzimal rotation on a unitary group. 
Considering now the eigenfunctions we note first that every eigenfunction 
*V‘: S + Ej satisfies /I X(.)11 = const a.e., and hence defines a linear manifold of 
css. bounded scalar functions given by the collection (.z(.) = (z, X(.)): x in II> -= 
{z(.) =-. (z, S(.)): .a in H(X)}. Denoting by B(X) its closure in the ess. sup. 
norm WC’ call it the unitary eigenspace of h determined by X. It is clear from 
the definitions that the unitary eigenspaces of h are contained in L,(ZJ and 
from the remark in the proof of 1.1 that they generate Z,‘ . As suggested by the 
correspondence to complex eigenfunctions we show next that in fact they span 
L2(4,). 
Remark. If  Xj: S - Hj , j = I, 2, are eigenfunctions of h, then so is their 
tensor product XI @ X,: S - HI @ H, . 
I,EMMA 1.3. B(X) spans L2(ZU) for some eigenfunction X. 
Proqf. Let (Xj : j = 1, 2,...) be a countable collection of eigenfunctions 
generating E,, . Then Z, coincides with the u-algebra generated by the scalar 
functions in uj B(X,). We now enlarge this collection of eigenfunctions to 
(Yi: i-- 1, 2,...) by taking all their finite tensor products. Then the collection 
(Ji B( Eyi) contains all the finite products of the scalar functions in (Jj B(X7) and it 
follows through the use of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that vi B(Y,) spans 
L,(.ZTJ. .Assuming now w.1.o.g. that the eigenfunctions Yi: S + N+ satisfy 
11 Y,(.)lI =: 1, a.e., we take the countable direct sum X = & @ Y,/2i: S+ H, 
where II --_ Z:i @ Hi is the Hilbert space of elements z = & @ zi in Hi with 
[I z 112 :-:: Zf 1; Zf 112 < co. Clearly X is an eigenfunction of h and B(X) spans 
L2(ZU) because it contains (Ji B(Yi). QED. 
In particular we have from the above that there exists an eigenfunction X 
generating Z’,, , and using also (1.2) we obtain: 
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'hEOREM 1.4. Let h be an ergodic transformation defined on a probability 
space (S, 2, p) and Z,, the invariant under h o-algebra generated by the cector- 
ealued eigenfunctions of h. Then the restriction of h to 2, is eguiualent to an ergodit 
transformation given by a minimal rotation on a unitary group. Corwerse~~~ if an 
ergodic transformation is giwn by a minimal rotation on a unitary group then 
‘z = ‘ET:,, 
Remark If h is an ergodic finite m.p.t., then the group obtained above is 
necessarily compact [1] and since the characters generate the Bore1 a-elgebra, 
it follows that Et, in this case coincides with the u-elgebra E,, generated hv the 
complex eigenfunctions. 
2. FINITE MULTIPLIERS 
Using the terminology introduced in [5] we say that an ergodic finite mcasurc 
preserving transformation h’ is a finite multiplier of h if h x h’ is not ergodic. 
This section can be seen as complimentary to the work in [5] where the finite 
multipliers themselves are considered while we are concerned mainly with the 
crgodic transformations that accept finite multipliers. We consider first some 
preliminary notations as follows: 
Let (S, , Zj , pj):j = 1, 2 be two probability spaces. By [2, pp. 196~198] the 
equation A-(sl) = f(sl , .) cstablishcs a I--l correspondence between Bore1 
measurable vector-valued functions X: S, -&(&) and 2, A &measurable 
scalar-valued functions f for whichf(s, , .) is in L,(Z.J for a.c. S1 in s’, I f  now ‘1 
corresponds to f as above, let Z1(X) C 2, denote the a-elgebra generated by .\- 
and Z&X) C ,Zz the a-elgebra generated by the scalar functions in the ess. 
range of X. Then it follows by the l-1 property of the correspondence AY<--> f  
that these are the smallest sub-u-algebras of Z1 and Zt respecti+ with the 
property that f is Z1(S) x E&X)-measurable. 
DEFINITIOK. I f  h,: j 1, 2 are two ergodic transformations c,n the proba- 
bility spaces (S, , Zj , 1,~~)) then we define E1(h2) C Z; and &(h,) C Z2 as the 
smallest sub-o-algebras with the property that the o-algebra Z,(h,) ,.’ ZJh,) 
contains the invariant sets of h, x h, . 
For the next lemma we note first that if h is an ergodic transformation on the 
probability space (S, 2, JL), then there exist always equivalent to p probability 
measures p’, e.g., C’z phj/3.21ji, such that h induces in L,(Z) = L,(Z, CL’) an 
(invertible) bounded linear operator T, defined by Tf(.) = f (h-l(.)). ITsing 
also for convenience the notion of eigenoperators that are)not necessarily unitarv 
we have: 
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I,E~IMA 2.1. If  T<,: L&&2) + Lp(ZIz) is a bounded linear operator i&wed by 
h, , then: 
(i) h, x h, is not ergodic ifJ Tz is a nontrivial eigenoperator of hI . 
(ii) Zl(h,) is the a-algebra generated by the eigenfunctions of h, correspondiq 
to the eigenoperator T, . 
(iii) Z,(h,) is the o-algebra generated by the scalar functions in the ess. range 
r!f the Same e&enfknctions. 
P~oo$ It follows directly from the remarks above by noting that under the 
correspondence S 4-f f  exhibited there, the invariance equation f  (h,(s,), h,(s,)) 
.f‘(s t , s,) is equivalent to the eigenoperator equation X(h,(s,)) == Tzx‘(sl) and 
also that f  is a constant itI the ess. range of X consists of a single element invariant 
under r, Q.E.D. 
~ROPOSITIOS 2.2. Let h be an ergodic transformation dejned on a probability 
space (S, 2, p). Then Z, = Vh,{Zl(h’): h’ a jinite multiplier of 1~). I?1 particular h 
has nontrivial unitary spectrum ; f f  it has a nontrivial$nite multiplier. 
Proof. Setting h, = h and h, = h’ in (ii) of the previous lemma wc find 
Z(h’) C zIIL because T, can be taken to be unitary. Hence V,,Z(h’) C Z?,, . The 
relation 2‘,, C Vll,Z(h’) follows by the fact that every operator in the unitar! 
spectrum of h has simple spectrum by 1.2 and hence it can be obtained as the 
restriction to an invariant subspace of the unitary operator induced by some 
ergodic finite m.p.t. k’, Q.E.D. 
Remark. It can be shown from the above or directly from the group structure 
of R(AJ indicated in the remark preceding 1.2 that if two ergodic transformations 
have a common nontrivial operator in their unitary spectrum, then their carte- 
sian product is not ergodic. 
For later use we prove also the following: 
I,~ivnvra 2.3. I,et h be an ergodic transformation defined on (S, z1, ,L) and 
7’: L,(X) --f Lz(zl) a bounded linear operator induced by h. Then Z:, is the a-algebra 
generated by the scalar functions in the supports of invariant eqodic Bore1 proba- 
bility measure.sfor the map T: L,(Z) + L,(E). 
Proof. Setting h, =z h’ and h, = h’ in (iii) of 2.1 we find that the u-algebra 
described in the lemma coincides with V,,{.Z(h’): h’ a finite multiplier of h} and 
hence also with L’,, by the previous proposition. Q.E.D. 
Remark. From above we see also that the finite multipliers of h are essentially 
the crgodic transformations defined by T: L,(Z) -L,(Z). 
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3. THE INDUCED LINEAR OPERATORS 
\Ve will need some basic notions from the theory of Hilbert-Schmidt (H 3) 
operators and from the theory of Gaussian measures on Hilbert spaces [8], as 
follows: 
IT-S operators 
If (S, 2, p) is a probability space and H a separable Hilbert space, then therr 
is a 1-l correspondence between Bore1 measurable functions *V: S > Ii of 
square integrable norm and H-S operators K: L,(L’) ---f H, given by the strong 
(Bochner) integral Kf -:- sf. X. dp. WC have also that K: L,(Z) -, /I is a 
H-S operator i f f  A = K*K is an S-operator, i.e., a compact self-adjoint non- 
negative operator of finite trace. Finally we note that under the corrc~p~x&ncc 
Xtt K WC have: 
(7 alT(h(.)) : VX(.) p-a.e. i f f  K*[/ == TK” 
(equivalently KT* m:mm V*K) because V*lCf J-f I I’-‘A’dp and A’7’“f 
s T*f . X . dp -: .f A-(/c ‘(-)) d/i. 
Gaussian Measures 
I f  L, is a separable Hilbert space and T: L, -+ L, an invertible hounded lineal 
operator, then there is a 1-I correspondence between invariant under T 
Gaussian measures m on L, and S-operators A: L, -+ L, satisfying the equation 
TAT* =- A, where A is the covariance of m and is defined b\- *<At, ,y‘; 
J- (f, .>(g, .’ d4.j f  or every pairf, g in L, I f  now m is such a Gaussian measure, 
we have: 
L,(m) will denote the support of m. It is a subspace of L, coinciding with the 
closure of the range of A. 
H(m) will denote the Hilbert space determined by the closure of the lineal- 
manifold {(f, ‘,~, f  in L,} with norm ilfli, = s (f, .>” dm(.). 
V(m): H(m) + H(m) will denote the unitary operator induced by the m-m.p.t. 
T, given as usual by V(m)((f, .)) = (f, T-l(.)> =- (T*-y, .)b. 
Eigenfunctions 
Two eigenfunctions X and I’ will be considered the same if they are unitarily 
equivalent in the sense Y = UX for some unitary operator U: H(,U) -+ H(Y). 
We note that in this case we have also that V(X) v  V(Y) are unitarily equivalent 
and that B(X) =-: B(Y). Denoting by L,(X) the closure of B(S) in Jz.,(Z). wc 
have: 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let h be un ergo&c transformation on a probability space 
(S, .Z, p) and 7’: L2(2) +LL,(2) a bounded linear operator induced by h. Then 
there is a l-l correspondence between (equivalent classes qf) ei’enfunctions X and 
inz.ariunt under T Gaussian measures m of L,(Z), such that ;f  X corresponds to 
m, then J/(,x) N V(m) andL,(X) L&E). 
Proof. (1) First we establish a correspondence S -+ m. To every eigenfunc- 
tion X: S + H we correspond a II--S operator K: Id2(Z) ---f H as above. Then 
11 = k’ + K is an S-operator and hence the covariance of some Gaussian measure 
m on L,(Z). I f  11~ = I’(S), then we have K*V = TIC* and KT” :=- c’*K 
by (*). Muitipiying the two operator equations we obtain MT* and we conclude 
that m is invariant under T. 
(2) If  x-9 m, then I,,(S) =m L,(m). IZ’e note first that L,(X) coincides 
with the closure of the range of K” because K*z m= (z, -I(.)>, which coincides 
with the closure of the range of /I because ~1 =: K*K. This last subspace how- 
ever coincides with I&(m) and therefore L,(X’) =m L,(m). 
(3) The correspondence S -+ m is I-1 If  S’ y  S, then s’ == UaY and 
hence also K’ = C’K where ci is a unitary operator. It follows that 11’ 
h-‘*h-’ : h’*l\- =~ fl and hence m’ --: 771. 
(4) The correspondence S-•, m is onto. Let nz be an invariant under T 
Gaussian measure on L,(Z) and /l its covariance operator. The bounded linear 
operator K: L,(Z) - f{(m) defined by Kf -1 (f, .) is I-I--S because K*K =p A 
where fl is an S-operator. Also it satisfies KT*f == (T*f, .>I =: (f, T(.)) 
V*Kf where 1; ==- V(m). It follows by (*) that if X: S - H(m) is the square 
integrable function corresponding to K, then S(h(.)) -p T/x(.). Therefore we 
have found an eigenfunction X and by the correspondence in 1. we will have 
X + m because K*K = A. 
(5) V(X) - V(m). Csing the particular eigenfunction X constructed in 
(4) we have that V(X) coincides with the restriction of 17 = V(m) to N(X) C H(m). 
However H(X) = H(m) and therefore V(X) = V(m) for this X. QED. 
THEOREM 3.2. If  T: L,(Z) +L,(.Z) is a b ounded linear operator induced 
by h, then L,(.ZJ coincides with each of the following: 
(i). The subspace of L,(Z) spanned by the supports of invariant under 7 
Gaussian measures on L,(Z). 
(ii). The subspace of L3(Z) spanned by the supports of Bore1 probability 
measures on L3(.Z) that are invariant under T. 
Proof. That Lp(,ZU) coincides with the subspace described in (i) follows from 
1.3 and the previous proposition. We consider now the following subspaces of 
L,(Z): 
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HI is the subspace spanned by the supports of Bore1 probability measures on 
L,(Z) that are invariant under T, as described in (ii). 
CT2 is the subspace spanned by the same measures but which are in addition 
ergodic. 
From (i) we have &(,Z,,) C H, and from 2.3 we have Ffc Ct,(L’,,). However 
we have also H, -= H, by the ergodic decomposition theorem, and hence 
N, := L,(Z,,) as required. Q.E.D. 
Considering now orbit structure properties of the operator T we note the 
following: Using the eigenfunction .T given in 1.3 wc have from the proof of 
3.1 that the map x --z (c, X( .)) for 2 in H(S) defines an injective &S operator 
K”: H(,Y) -PI..~(&) with dense range, satisfying Ii-*r TIP where I’ 
V(X). I f  now B denotes the closed unit ball in II(S) equipped with the weak 
topology and C its image in L2(ZI,) under K” taken with the norm topology, 
we have by [2, p. 2861. 
Remark. K”: B - C defines an isomorphism between I Y.;c: B + B and 
T: C + C. From above and using also the properties of I’ = V(X) we have in 
particular: 
PROPOSITIOE 3.3. If T: I,,(Z) -L,(Z) is as above, then there exist a linear 
manifold {f > dense in L,(Z,,) and a sequence nj --+ --:- w such that for every f in (f } 
the orbit { Tnf: n = 0, + 1 ,.. ,} is conditionally compact and satisfies T*nl f ---f f us 
?z+$co. 
Remark. We note that if tz is also finite m.p., then the compactness alone 
characterizes L2(.2’,,). 
We should note also that all the statements concerning T can be carried over 
to other continuous maps induced by h where now the topology of the spaces 
does not depend on the particular equivalent to p measures being used. As 
such we mention the continuous linear operator Tf (.) = f(h-‘( .)) defined on 
the space Ilf(Z) of measurable scalar functions equipped with the topology of 
convergence in measure. Also the o-algebra automorphism 7: 2-h L’ defined 
by T(A) = h(A) and considered also as a topological homeomorphism defined 
on 2 (mod. sets of measure 0) equipped with the usual metric ~(~4 AR). 
A PROBLEM. The main problem seems to be the relation of L’, to the P 
elgebra 2, generated by the scalar eigenfunctions of h corresponding to complex 
eigenvalues. Clearly we have in general x1,, C Z,, because complex eigenfunctions 
are a special case of unitary eigenoperators. Also by following a procedure 
similar to that in the proof of 1.4 we find that the restriction of h to L”, is equi- 
valent to an ergodic transformation defined by a minimal rotation on a compact 
unitary group. But we should note that we may have more complex cigenvalues 
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than those provided by the characters of the group since we can in fact have 
an uncountable number of them [9, lo]. It is conjectured that Z,, = ZU always 
(see also [5, lo]). 
Note added in proof. A result of J. Aaronson, M. Lin and B. Weiss in Israel J. Math. 
33 (I 979), 198-224 indicates that the conjecture above is correct. 
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